
Consistent 
product quality
The continuously cleaned
stainless steel microscreen
removes all oversized
contamination. 

Virgin and returns chocolate filtration
The totally enclosed Eco Self Cleaning Filter®

removes any contamination in your chocolate.
The filter is designed to protect your chocolate from
airborne and other contamination. It is especially
effective after conching or enrobing and also for
check screening chocolate when loading or

unloading tankers. These filters employ the unique
SpiroKlene System™ to continuously wipe a 
re-usable filter element. This positively drives
oversized contamination away from the filtration
area, therefore ensuring optimum screening
efficiency and maximizing throughput.

Increase productivity
Filtration can be carried out
continuously at high flow
rates.

Reduce maintenance
costs
The Eco Self Cleaning
Filter ® is designed for ease
of operation and
maintenance. It is easy to
dismantle and clean without
tools. This allows fast and
effective product line
change overs - increasing
productivity.
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Improve purity
Total containment of your
chocolate means no
possibilty of contamination
from the local environment.
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Safeguard the
Quality of your
Chocolate

Whether you are
screening virgin
chocolate, returns
from an enrober 
or reclaiming
chocolate, we have 
a solution for you.



Keep your process lines flowing with complete peace of mind
When you use a Russell filter or screener in any of your chocolate process lines you are
assured that your product quality will be of the highest standard. We understand the
demands of chocolate manufacturers and users and the hygiene standards within the
industry. The Russell range of chocolate machines is specifically designed to remove
contamination and reduce blockages from your process lines, eliminating expensive
downtime. Finally, we offer you the benefit of our worldwide reputation and 75 years of
application experience.

Call us today and find out how Russell Finex can benefit your business.

Russell Finex Limited, 
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Tel: +32 (0) 15 27 59 19
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Email: info@russellfinex.be

Russell Finex Inc., 
North Carolina 28134, U.S.A. 
Tel: +1 704 588 9808 
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Email: sales@russellfinexinc.com

Chocolate recovery
The high capacity Finex Separator™ accurately 
removes oversized particles from chocolate rework 
or reclaim tanks. 

This Separator is a high quality, high performance
screening machine capable of continuously
removing high volumes of oversized material such
as wrappers, nuts, fruit, etc. from your chocolate.
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Clean chocolate
The Finex Separator will continuously
and accurately remove wrappers, nuts,
fruit or any other oversized material
from your chocolate.

No clogging
You get a consistent flow of chocolate
through the mesh, as the machine
continuously removes oversized solid
material from the screen via an outlet.
This prevents clogging and blockages.

Low noise
Rubber suspension mounts make 
the Finex Separator far quieter than
separators fitted with springs.
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